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The main thrust of this report is the development of a price
record that would provide a basis for the identification of the areas
of activity in the oil industry in which significant price changes
have occurred, iith expectation that this type of information could
serve as a useful ingredient in the policy—making process.
The study presents estimates of the selling price of a barrel
of oil at three stages of operations of the industry -—thewelihead,
the refinery and the end—use levels. Prices of individual classes of
petroleum products at refineries and at the end—use level were also
estimated. The price data are provided for benchmark years 1958, 1963,
1967 and 1972, as well as for 1973, 1974, 1975 and 1976 when crude oil
prices rose considerably. The estimating procedure is briefly described
in the study.
The examination of the transmission of prices from market to
market within the oil industry shows that the steep rise in 1973—74
prices paid by end—users of petroleum products was due not only to
the large increases in crude oil prices but also to the sizable in-
creases in gross operating margins—labor costs, transportation,
profits, etc. ——atthe refinery and distribution levels. In the
post—embargo years of 1975 and 1976, prices continued to advance but
at a slower pace. The refiners' gross margins in 1975, however,
declined somewhat; they rose significantly above the 1974 level in
1976. The marketers' margins made further gains in 1975, but exhibited
a decrease in 1976. knother finding is that during 1973—74 there was a
considerable narrowing in the price differentials among the various re-
fined products; in particular the price of residual fuel oil, which
averaged 20 percent of the price of gasoline in the decade of the 1960's,
rose to 52 percent of the price of gasoline by 1974. The narrowing
process continued in 1975—1976.
The study includes a short discussion of the effects of rising
oil prices in 1973—1976 on the profitability of the petroleum industry
and the general price level.
Avrant Kisselgoff
National Bureau of Economic Research
15—19 West 4th Street
New York, N.Y. 10012
Tel: (212) 598—3532The propagation of Prices in the Oil Industry, 1958_1976*
AVRAM KISSELGOFF
The ongoing inflation in the United States, which began in the
middle 1960's, has produced an extensive literature on both its causes
and remedies. Despite a great number of studies, some of them quite
enlightening, dealing with the factual, theoretical and policy aspects
of inflation, the problem appears to be now as intractable as ever.
The inflationary process can be viewed generally as a propagation
of rising prices through the economy, with the rates of increase
modified by the structures of the sectors -and special forces affecting
them and resulting in an upward movement in the general price level.
Numerous hypotheses as to the origin of inflation and the relative
importance of sporadic domestic and external events as well as persistent
long—run influences expected to play a role in its generation have been
formulated and tested, contributing considerably to the understanding of
the problem of inflation. Recently, particular effort has been made to
investigate the transmission of inflation through the economy. Most of
the emphasis in this area, however, has been on the macroeconomic level,
leaving the movements of prices from market to market within individual
industries largely unexplored. This study represents a modest effort to
*Iwish to acknowledge helpful comments from Robert Lipsey, Joel Popkin,
Jack Goldstein, and some members of the petroleum industry whom I found
highly informative. I am also grateful to Robert Lewis for providing
me with some valuable data. For financial support I am indebted to the
National Science Foundation. The evidence and conclusions set forth
here are solely my own. This study draws on many sources; in particular,
I should mention two works: Price Making and Price Behavior in the
Petroleum Industry, by Ralph Cassady, Jr. and Competition in Oil, by
Daniel C. Hamilton.—2—
increase our knowledge of this process, as an aid in the development
of anti—inflationary policy measures.
One can associate the current inflation in the United States with
the intensification of the war in Vietnam under President Johnson which
was largely financed through budgetary deficits and not conventionally,
through taxation. As a result, new pressures were added to already
high levels of utilization of the country's resources. Coinciding in
time, the rapidly expanding new social programs and various stimulative
measures in selected areas of economic activity had a tendency to
create in a short span of time considerable increases in demand for
services and goods without a corresponding rise in supply and thus
generate upward pressures on the price level. Since 1964 the monetary
policy of the country has been generally expansionary and with the
exception for a short—lived tightening on some occasions, it has
produced conditions that have validated the rising demands, particularly
through a generous extension of credit. There is also some evidence
that shortages of raw materials in recent years, partly due to very
long lead times on the supply side, have contributed significantly to
the sharp rise in wholesale and consumer prices. The development of
serious domestic market imbalances was accompanied by a series of
strong external shocks aggravating the current inflation. Among the
disturbances that should be noted for their serious impact on the
economy are: the devaluation of the dollar and the resulting rise in
import prices; the abnormally large purchases of agricultural com-
modities in the U.S. by the Soviet Union causing shortages arid driving
up food prices; and a drastic increase of oil prices by the Organization
of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC).—3—
The purpose of this report, which is a part of alarger study,
is to investigate the price behavior of the petroleumindustry in
the 1958—1976 period, with the hope that itmay help to shed some
light on the role of the 1973-74 sharp increases in oil prices in
the current inflation. To be more precise, the main thrust of this
report is the development of a price recod that would provide a
basis for the identification of the areas of activity in theindustry
in which significant price advances have occurred, withexpectation
that this type of information could serve as a usefulingredient in
the policy—making process.
The Markets of the Petroleum Industry in the U.S.
Domestic operations of the petroleum industry are generally
divided into three major successive stages: the production of crude
oil, the refining of crude into finished products, and themarketing
of such products. Although the industry performs otherfunctions,
such as exploration and drilling on the production level and trans-
portation of crude to refineries, these functions, however important
and indispensible they are, may be considered as services incidental
to production and processing of oil. This study will be concentrated
on the movement of prices through the three successive stages of the
petroleumindustry.
Despite thelong—running heated controversy as to whether the
petroleum industry is characterized by a low or high degree of com-
petition, it is difficult to contest the fact that therear separate
and substantial markets: (1) at the welihead level, for crude oil;
)/AStudy of Inflation, 1964—1974, by A. Kisselgoff and 3. Popkin, a
project financed by The National Science Foundation. Dr. Popkin has
completedhis part of the project and is in the process of preparing
the study for publication.-4-
(2)at the refinery level, for finished products, and (3) at the
end—use level, for finished products incorporating marketing
servicesj./ The nature of these markets, in which large and small
concerns participate, stems from the structure of the petroleum
industry. Although there is much integration in the industry, even
the most integrated companies are not self.sufficient.2/ Generally,
these companies produce more or less crude oil than they refine and
refine more or less products than they market. There are also
partially integrated concerns. Some of them produce crude nd
operate refineries, but do not possess marketing facilities. Some
of them refine and market, but buy crude from other firms. Moreover,
there are non—integrated producers of crude, non—integrated refiners
and non—integrated marketers. As a result, all the companies in the
industry in various degrees must have recourse to the markets in
which they appear as buyers or sellers or both in order to be able
to carry out their operations. Obviously, if all the companies in
thepetroleum industry would be fully integrated and balanced, there
would be only one market inwhichfinished products are sold to the
ultimateconsumers. Since this is not the case, even the most in-
tegrated companies cannot fully by—pass the intermediate markets.
Table 1 shows the extent to which the refineries of the top
eight companies are integrated between production and refining,
with the degree of self—sufficiency measured by the ratio of each
company's refinery input to its own production of crude. The table
also gives the companies' shares in total domestic production of crude.
/Anotherway of viewing the petroleum industry would be as an industry
composed of the three major areas of activity with markets for crude
and products connected by refining as an independent industry.
2/SeeDaniel C. Hamilton, Competition in Oil, Chapter 2.—5—
Table 1
Estimates of the Domestic Self-Sufficiency of the Eight
Largest Oil Companies and Their Shares in U.S. Crude Production,
1969
Shares of U.S. Se1f—Sufficiency"1




Gulf Oil 6.8 876a,d
SoCal 53 688a
Standard of Indiana 5.0 505a
ARCO 5.1 64.9
Shell Oil 6.0 62.1
Mobil Oil 3.9
/Getty'sself—sufficiency ratio in 1969 was 137.2% and its share
in total production of crude, 3.4%. Getty, as a producer of
crude, is the ninth company in the order of importance.
a—Other liquids includes in crude production. b—Estimated, c—Other
liquids included in refinery runs. d-Excludes crude processed for
company's account.
Source: Federal Trade Commission, Preliminary Trade Commission Staff
Report on its investigation of the Petroleum Industry, 1973,
pp. 13, 20.—6—
Joh.nM.Blair in his book, The Control of Oil, providesan
estimate of self—sufficiency of 71.7% for alleight top companies
combined.-/ Thesecompanies also accounted for 50.4% of total
domestic production of crude.
According to Mr. Ted Eck of Standard Oil of Indiana, quoted
by The Twentieth Century Fund report, non-integratedcompanies
accounted in 1974 for about 30% of refining and 29% of marketing.2/
These are relatively substantial markets where theoutput of non—
integrated companies and part of the output of integrated companies
are traded and prices are established. Since thisstudy is concerned
with the movements of prices for the totaloutput of the oil industry,
the same prices that prevail in these markets also willbe considered
as representative of that integrated output moving outside the market
channels.
Some Background Remarks about the Industry
Crude oil is not a single product, but arange of products.
There are actually hundreds of different types ofcrude, reflecting
primarily variations in gravity and sulphur content. Correspondingly,
there are hundreds of wellhead prices.
Historically, crude prices, though generally on the rise since
early 1940's, have shown a tendency toward stability in the shortrun.
A major factor underlying this tendency has been the restrictions
/Companiesthat are integrated in at least three functions —
production,refining and marketing —aregenerally known as majors. Dr. John Blair in his book, The Control for Oil (1975),callsas "lessermajors" those companies which are important only in one
stage, although they still can be engaged in operations in other
stages. Non—integrated companies are classified as independents.
2/ Report of the Twentieth Century Task Forceon United States Energy
Policy, Providing for Energy, p.98.—7—
imposedby various oil-producing states upon production of crude
in accordance with market demand as estimated by the Bureau of
Mines and the principle of avoiding physical waste (a concern that
canbe traced back to the turn of the century). In 1959 this con-
trol of domestic supply wassupplemented by crude oil import quotas.
Thequotas were eliminated in 1974. These restrictive measures
generally operated efficiently over time as they kept the imbalance
between supply and demand for crude to a minimum.It should be
noted, however, that some fluctuations in crude prices have taken
place even when there has been adequate total supply due to active
competition among individual companies in short supply. Generally,
companies desiring to purchase domestic crude oil post their prices
(on this level of operations prices are set by the buyers), but
significant quantities of crude are still sold at prices varying
from posted quotations due to special situations.
According t,o the American Petroleum Institute, U.S. refineries
turn out from crude oil more than 3,000 products or gradations of
products. Customarily, these products and gradations of products
are grouped into classes of products. For 1972, the year before
the explosive upsurge in oil prices, the Bureau of the Census gives
the following distribution by major product classes of the value of
refinery output shipped and transferred between plants by all manu-
facturing establishments
/Thevalue of interplant transfers constitutes a very small proportion
of the total value and therefore no significant error is introduced
in the computations by ignoring it.
Source: Annual Survey of Manufacturers, 1974. General statistics for
industry groups and industries, U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census.Product Classes
1. Gasoline
2. Distillate Fuel Oil
3. Jet Fuel
4., Liquefied Refinery Gases
(feedstock andotheruses)
5. Residual Fuel Oil






























It can be seen from the above data that the three most
important classes of products are gasoline, distillate fuel and
jet fuel. Together they accounted for about 76% of the total
value of domestic output. The percentage yields of refined
products from crude oil in the United States published by another
Federal agency, the Bureau of Mines, indicate that the same three
classes of products also represented 76% of the total physical out-
put of refined products in 1972, but with gasoline accounting for
46.2%, distillate oil for 22.2% and jet fuel for 7.2%. Because of
the great importance of gasoline among petroleum products, the
principal activities of the oil industry at the refinery and
marketinglevels are to a large extent related to this product.
Since refining is a joint-product production of complementary
type and calls for Continuous operations of the plants at the
maximum level in order to keep costs to a minimum, the supply is
not easily adjusted in the short runtounexpected changes in demand
for individual products.—9—
Moreover, because of the tax advantages that the petroleum
companies engagedin crude production enjoyed in thepast, there
were obvious reasons for them tokeep crude output at the highest
level compatible with demand, thus putting upward pressure on the
refineries' capacity utilization./ With these factors present,
conditions were created generating intensiv competition among
the companies as they tried to dispose of the refineries' products
in order to maintain uninterrupted the flow of crude oil.
At the refinery level there is a considerable amount of inter-
company product exchanges and product sales arising from supply and
demand imbalances. The non—integrated refiners generally sell their
products wholesale to resellers or directly to large buyers —
industrialand commercial concerns, utilities, and governmental
agencies —fortheir own use. The integrated companies, to the
extent that they refine products in excess of what they can handle
through their own distribution systems, dispose of the surplus by
selling it to other distributors.
Wholesale prices at which refiners sell their products are
customarily posted but also are often negotiated between sellers
and buyers. Prices charged to other refiners as well as to re-
sellers and large ultimate consumers usually vary with the trans-
action volume and when they are a result of contractual arrangements
also depend on many other considerations.
The marketing system for refined products is large and complex.
/Depletionallowances were eliminated for the major oil companies on
December 31, 1974, while deductions of intangible drilling expenses
have been maintained.— 10—
Someproducts flow directly from the refineries to consumers,
others flow through a number of intermediaries. A general,
greatly oversimplified structure of the distribution channels
of the market for finished oil products, particularly in the non—
integrated segment of it, can be described as follows:1"
1. Independent refiners generally make direct sales to other
refineries (sometimes using brokers), to large non—refinery
suppliers, to jobbers, to wholesale cooperatives, to large
ultimate consumers (industrial and commercial accounts and
governmental agencies) to retail dealers or only to some
of them.21'
2. The large non—refinery suppliers resell the products to
jobbers and also directly to retail dealers.
3. The jobbers and wholesale cooperatives resell the products
to retail dealers and retail cooperatives.
4. Retail dealers and retail cooperatives sell the products
to the ultimate consumers (which include small agricultural
and commercial accounts and cooperative members).
The first three levels of distribution involve sales at whole-
sale prices. As the products move forward from one level to another,
closer to the ultimate consumers, prices generally increase, since
1/Thevarious deviations from the presented schemeare too many to be listed here.
2/ From the refineries gasoline often moves to terminalsor bulk stations,
from which it is reshipped in reduced volumes toservice stations or
large ultimate consumers. Large suppliers and jobbersmay also own
(or rent) bulk stations through which they distribute refinedproducts.— 11—
variouscosts, including those of transportation and profits, are
added on each level. At the retail level, prices for the same
reason obviouslyincrease further.
The integrated companies, which produce the bulk of refined
products in this country, have their own marketing organizations.
These organizations are generally built around terminal and bulk
stations, from which refined products move through various links
down to the retail establishments which are owned either by the
companis or by the dealers or resellers, or are sold to large
commercial consumers. When the integrated concerns produce
refined products in excess of their own marketing needs, they
appear as sellers in the refined products market.
Although in the past the custom in the petroleum industry was
to post prices, in practice the posted prices generally represented
only a point of departure for negotiations and often differed
significantly front the actual prices../ Recently, deviations from
the posted prices have been much less frequent.
It is obvious from the even cursory discussion of the structure
of the petroleum industry and its main operations, involving thousands
of products and gradations of products, that the study of the price
behavior in the industry, in order to be manageable, would have to
be carried out on a high level of aggregation. An efficientway of
accomplishing this is to use a 42 gallon barrel as a yardstick for
1/Thetank wagon price (the price at which sales are made to retailers
and some commercial consumers) is a key price in petroleum product
distribution. It provides a basis for the determination of the
jobber's margin and the retailer's margin. This price, however, in
its turn moves upward or downward with changing market conditions.12 —
themeasurement of overall oil prices on each of the three successive
stages of the industry's operations. Prices of (1) a barrel of crude
oil at the welihead, (2) a barrel of products at the refineries, and
(3) a barrel of refined products at the end—use level, together
should form a convenient framework for the examination of thepropa-
gation of prices at any given point of time and over time. To be
valid, however, this approach requires that the composition of the
barrel's products does not show significant changes between stages
and over time. The evidence provided by the Bureau of Mines in the
form of annual percentage yields of refined petroleum products from
crude oil in the United States, Table 2, indicates considerable
stability in the composition of refined products produced./ How-
ever, to the extent that changes did occur in the composition of
the barrels on the three stages of operation over time, some in—
accuracy is introduced in calculations.
/Thestability is even more marked if"kerosene"and"jet fuel"
percentagesarecombined. It should be noted, however, that since
1972 the percentage of residual oil produced has been on the increase,
reflecting the expanding domestic demand for this product in certain
regions of the U.S.— 13—
Table2
Percentage Yields of Refined Petroleum Products
from CrudeCi]. inthetYnitedStates.1958—1976
Refined Products 1958 19631967* 1972 19731974 1975 1976
Gasoline 45.2%44.1% 44.1% 46.2%45.6% 45.9%46.5%45.5%
Kerosene 3.9 5.12.81.81.7 1.3 1.2 1.1
Jet Fuel 2.6 3.1 7.5 7.2 6.9 6.8 7.0 6.8
Distillate fuel oil 22.423.922.222.222.5 21.821.321.8
Residual fuel oil 12.9 8.6 7.6 6.8 7.7 8.7 9.910.3
Lubricants 1.82.01.81.51.51.61.21.3
Other 11.2 13.2 14.0 14.314.1 13.9 12.9 13.2
100.0%100.0%100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
*Mewbasis in1964,comoarable to1965 and subsequent years data.
Source: Minerals Yearbook,Bureau of Mines 1958, 1963, 1967, 1972. 1973.
1974.1975and 1976.
Since relevant and reliable monthly price information,necessary
forthe computation of thebarre1s prices, in many instances 'was
found to be lacking, annual datahad to be utilized. However, even
on the annual basis,the avaii,.able price data imposeconsiderable
limitations.Although this study is concentrated onprice develop-
ments inthe 1973—1976 period, it wouldhave been desirable to
introduce data for a certainperiod immediately preceding these years
in order to put thedevelopmentsin the proper perspective. Unfor-
tunately,this was not possible to achieve. Becauseof the unavail-
ability ofthe appropriate refinery price information for a number
ofyears in sequence, thisinvestigation covers, in addition to 1973,
1974.1975 and 1976.only 1958, 1963, 1967 and 1972 for 'which the
CensusBureau provides the Manufactures Census data necessary for the
tabulation of average values per barrel of refined products and which— 14—
canbe considered as a good approximation of their prices.-/ The
terms "price" and "average value" will be used interchangeably in
the text.
Estimation of Prices of Oil on a Barrel Basis at
the Three Stages of Operations in the Petroleum Industry
1. Crude Oil Prices
In the computation of crude prices two series reported by
the Bureau of Mines were employed:
(a) annual totals of U.S. value of crude oil (including
lease condensate) at the welihead, and
(b) the number of barrels produced during the corres-
ponding years.
The annual value averages per barrel obtained on the basis
of these two series may be considered as representative of
the price levels of crude and, like the posted prices, they
do not include transportation charges. Since 1973 and 1974
prices of imported crude were much higher than those of
domestic crude, composite prices of both (weighted by the
corresponding quantities) were used in calculations.
Before 1973 the refiner's acquisition costs (prices of
crude plus transportation charges) of a barrel of imported
crude and that of domestic crude were reported by the re-
fineries to the Bureau of the Census to be about the same.
2. Refinery Product Prices
Because of the multiplicity of products processed by the
1/ The calculated average values (or census unit values) are equivalent
to weighted averages of all transactions prices for the products in—
volved where the weights are the amounts of individual transactions.
2/ For 1973 and 1974 prices of imported crude were provided by the
Federal Energy Administation.— 15—
refineriesout of crude oil, classes of products were
used as a basis for the estimation of a barrel price of
refined products. Basic information necessary for com-
putation is provided by two sets of data:
a)annual percentage yields of refined petroleum products
from crude oil in the United States as reported by the
Bureau of Mines; and,
b) annual values and quantities of shipments and inter—
plant transfers of refined products distributed per
class of products as reported by the Census of Manu-
factures for the years 1958, 1963, 1967 and 1972.
For 1973, 1974, 1975 and 1976, for which annual values
of shipments and interplant transfers per class of
products with the corresponding quantities are not
available, wholesale prices of the most representative
product of the class of products at refineries in
Oklahoma, as reported by the Platt's service, were
used after adjustment for the level of the average
value of the corresponding class of products in 1972
(census data). These data allow the computation of
annual average selling prices of the refined products
yielded by a 42 gallon barrel of crude.
• By multiplying the percentage yields for any givenyear by 42
gallons, a distribution of output of a barrel of refined
products among its classes of products are obtained. The
gallonage figures then are multiplied by the corresponding
average values of shipments and interplant transfers per class
of products. The sum of the tabulated values of the classes— 16—
ofproducts represents the estimated price of a barrel of
products at the refinery level.--" An example of such
computationsis given in Table 3.
/Atest based on detailed data reported by the Censuses of Manufactures
for 1958 and 1963 showed that the effect of changes in the composition
of the two principal classes of products —distillatefuel oil and
residual fuel oil —onthe average values of these classes of products










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3.End—Use Prices of Refining Prices
Petroleum products produced by refiners are sold either for
resale or to ultimate consumers. At the end—use level, utlimate con-
sumers purchase not only the part of the output that is sold directly
to them by the refineries, but, obviously, also the remaining part of
this output that reaches them through the intermediaries. The latter
part of output is acquired at higher prices, because these incorporate,
in addition, to prices charged at the refinery level, also the cost of
marketing. Thus, the basis for the estimation of the price of a barrel
of refined products at the end—use level should be the same barrel of
products as on the refinery level, without any change in its composition.
On the end—use level, however, the same class of product of
the barrel is generally put to various uses by the final consumers. A
shortened list of these uses and the relative importance of purchases
by users in the total of each product class marketed in 1972 is as
follows:—19 —
Table41/
U.S.Percentage Distribution of Refined Petroleum Products Der Use,1972
Gasoline ofDonestic Sales
Highwayuse 98%
Non-highway use 2% Total gasoline 100%
Kerosene
Range oiluse 77% Other uses 23% Totalkerosene 100%
Jetfuel
Naptha—type 23%
Kero—type 77% Totaljetfuel 100%
Distillatefuel oil






(a) on highway 17%
(B) offhighway .5%
Allother2/ 4%
Total distillate fuel,oil 100%
Residualfuel oil
Heating oil (No. 5,No.6) 21%
Industrial, 15%
Electric utilities 47%
Vesselbunkering 8% Oil conpany fuel 5% All other2/ 4% TotalResidual fuel oil 100%
LubrIcants
Automotiveuse 49% Industrial and other 51% Total lubricants 100%
Other roducts 100%
1/ Percentages are computed on the basis of datacontained inthe Annual Statistical
Review,Petroleum Industry Statistics, 1965—1974, American PetroleumInsti-
tute, May 1975.
2/ Usesare estimatedroughly. Includes adjustments to allow total of uses shown
toequal total domestic demand.— 20—
onthe basis of the percentage distribution of the 42 gallon barrel
of refined products per class of products and the percentage distribution
of products within each class of product per use, it is possible to
obtain a corresponding distribution in gallons.
When the appropriate prices charged to ultimate consumers are
multiplied by the estimated gallonage data within each class of products
and the values so computed are added up and then divided by the total
gallonage for each class of products, an average price for each class of
products at the end—use level is obtained. These average prices when
multiplied by the corresponding gallonage of classes of products will
yield values whose sum may be considered as a reasonable approximation
of a price of a barrel of refined products purchased at the end—use
ievei.1'
Prices used in these computations, however, are not readily avail—
able. Because prices for the same class of refined products charged to
various categories of users are generally different as they vary with
the size of delivery, method of delivery, length of contract, market
conditions, etc., the search for the relevant price data necessitated
the use of all of its three major sources: government, industry and
consumers. As a by—product of this effort, it was possible to develop
time series of prices on an annual basis for the most important refined
products purchased by the final consumers.
The Level of Prices on the Three Stages of Operations
The table below presents the results of these computations. While
revealing, they are not surprising.
/Sincesales for export (and they represent rather a small proportion
of total sales) are not taken into account explicitly, some error is
introduced in the estimates (this will occur when prices for exported











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Theprice of domestic crude which stood at $3.01 a barrel at
the welihead in 1958, declined to $2.89 in the followingyear, arid
then showed little change until 1967. From $2.92 in 1967 the price
was on the uptrend to 1971, when it reached the level of $3.39; it
held at that level in 1972.
In 1973 the average price per barrel moved up to $3.89, a gain
of 14.7% over a year earlier. During 1973 two important developments
took place:(1) the system of import quotas, in existence for 14
years, was abandoned on April 17 as the domestic production of crude
continued the decline from its peak in 1970 and the domestic demand
for petroleum products continued to expand rapidly, creating an in-
creasingly greater need for the importation of foreign oil, and (2)
the establishment by the Cost of Living Council (CLC) on August 17
of a two—tier pricing system exempting from ceiling prices "new oil'
(oil produced above the 1972 level) in order to stimulate production.
These developments in conjunction with the completely unexpected sharp
advances in prices of foreign crude and petroleum products in 1973 had
a profound impact on the U.S. oil markets.
On October6, 1973 Arab countries declared an embargo on oil
shipments to the United States which was followed by large price
increases in exported oil. On October 16 the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) raised the posted price of a barrel of crude
oil, as measured by Saudi Arabia light, from $3.01 to $5.11 in June
and further to $11.65 in December 1973. It my be observed that as
recently as 1970 the price of the Saudi Arabia light was still at the
long—established level of $1.80)"
1/ Source: World Wide Crude Oil Prices, Office of Oil and Gas, U.S.
Dept. of Interior, Middle East Economic Survey, and Petroleum
Economist (Blair, p. 262).— 23—
TheU.S. average price of imported crude for 1973 was estimated
at $4.50 per barrel. In 1974 it increased -sharply to $12.40 or 175.6%
greater than a year before.
With respect to prices of domestic crude, the effect of the
elimination of the price ceiling prices for "new oil" in August, 1973
was almost immediate and such prices moved rapidly to the world market
levels. Between September and December 1973, the price of "new oil"
increased from $5.12 to $9.51 per barrel. Between January and December
1974, the price per barrel advanced from $9.82 to $11.08. The prices
for old or controlled oil also were adjusted upward. They were allowed,
after CLC granted two significant increases in the first half of 1973,
to rise from $3.90 per barrel in August to $5.25 in December. In 1974
the price remained at the $5.25 level throughout theyear.
The average composite price of all domestic crude, "new" and
"old", at the well jumped from $3.89 in 1973 by 73.3% to $6.74 in
1974. In the post—embargo years of 1975 and 1976, the compositeprice
per barrel continued its advance. In 1975 it rose by 12.2% to $7.56
and in 1976 by 7.7% €o $8.14.
Since the U.S. refineries in their production of refined products
have used, in addition to domestic crude, also a certain proportion of
imported crude, total costs of crude purchased, obviously must reflect
the prices of its two components. The data provided by the Bureau of
Census indicate that the refiners' acquisition costs (price of crude
plus transportation cost) for both domestic and foreign oil was about
the same in 1958, 1963, 1967 and 1972.
This occurred in a period when prices for foreign crude oil were
significantly cheaper than those of domestic crude oil as evidenced
by the existence of prices on import "tickets" (allocations) that— 24
emerged under the quota system and which became stabilized at around
$1.25 per barrel)-"
In the computations of the composite prices per barrel of both
domestic and foreign oil it was necessary to take into account the
changing proportion of imported crude in the total input of crude of
the U.S. refineries. This proportion which was about 12% in 1958 and
13% in 1963 declined to 11% in 1967, but rose to 19% in 1972. In 1973
and 1974 it was approximately 26% and 29%, respectively. In 1975 the
percentage rose to 33% and in 1976 to 39%, underscoring an increasing
reliance of this country on foreign oil.
The sharp—rising share of foreign crude in the total input of
refineries combined with the sharply rising prices of such crude and
their upward pressure on domestic prices of crude is the basic story
of oil in the 1973—1976 period.
Movements of crude prices in the years under consideration were
generally accompanied by concoinmitant movements in prices of refined
products, with price controls exercising a moderating influence on
their advance.
Although refined product price levels are not very closely
related to prices of crude, they could be expected to reflect, among
other factors, the cost of the most important single input. The cost
of crude (excluding cost of delivery) to refineries in 1972 represented
about 71% of the F.O.B. price of refined products; in 1973 about 69%
/Althoughthe fact that prices of imported crude were lower than those
of domestic crude during the period when import quotas were in
operation is well known, it is not surprising that both imported and
domestic crude were carried on the books of U.S. refiners (acquisitions
costs) at about the then prevailing higher domestic prices.— 25—
andin 1974 about 75%. In 1975 the cost of crude to-refineries
approximated 79% and in 1976 —76%.In 1958 and 1963 this pro-
portion was close to 70% and in 1967 about 66%.
As can be seen in Table 5, the annual average price of a
barrel of refined products including taxes which stood at $4.93 in
1958 edged down to $4.89 in 1963. In the subsequent censusyears,
1967 and 1972, the price per barrel was higher over the preceding
census years by 25 cents and 39 cents, respectively. From $5.53
in 1972 the price jumped by 19.3% to $6.60 in 1973, with most of
the increase taking place in the last quarter of theyear as price
controls on refined products were relaxed to permit refiners topass
along at least in part the increased costs on gasoline, home heating
and diesel fuels. In 1974, refined products made avery large gain
of 79.2% reaching a level of $11.83. This increase, while sizable,
was still controlled. In 1975 the advance in price was only 9.0%
but still smaller than that in crude oil. In 1976 the price increase
was 9.3%, significantly greater than that of 6% in crude oil.
On the end—use level, prices of petroleum products were on a
steep uptrend in the period covered by the four census years. In
1958 the priceof a barrel of petroleum products at this stage of
operations was $8.88. It rose steadily in the subsequent years,
reachingin 1972 thelevel of $11.40. As a matter of fact, the
end—use prices increased percentage—wise in this period faster than
the prices of petroleum products on the refinery level. In 1973 and
1974the end—use prices rose at an accelerated rate. In 1973 the
pricemoved up to $12.63, a gain of 10.8% fromthe preceding year.
In1974 the price advanced sharply, by 43.2% to an average of $18.08
for the year. During these two years, however, the rate of increase— 26
was not as rapid as that on the refinerylevel.Was' it due to a
stricter enforcement of price controls on the end—use level or to
some other reason? It is an interesting question to explore.
In the post—embargo years of 1975 and 1976, the end—use prices
registered much smaller relative advances than in 1973 and 1974.
In relation to prices on the refinery level for the same years, these
increases were also smaller, particularly in 1976.
TA)S
Total estimated indirect taxes on petroleum products were on
the rise during the period under consideration, advancing from $1.60
per barrel in 1958 to $2.49 in 1972. They increased to $2.52 in 1973
and further to $2.56 in 1974. In relation to the average value of
petroleum products, however, taxes per barrel, as can be seen in
Table 6, showed a considerable decline in 1974, reflecting a sharp
rise in petroleum products prices during this year and the fact that
the levied taxes are mostly based on rates expressed in cents per
gallon. In 1972 total indirect taxes per barrel of petroleum
productsFederal and States —paidon the refinery and end-use
levels represented nearly 28% of the average value of a barrel,
excluding taxes, sold to ultimate consumers. After declining to
approximately 25% in 1973, they were down to about 16% in 1974.
The decline in taxes was particularly great on the refinery level as
they dropped from about 13% of the average value per barrel in 1973
to 7% in 1974. Taxes per barrel paid on the refinerylevelin the
1972—1974 period were less than half of the taxes paid on the
marketerslevel (Table 5).4"
1/The estimates of taxesused in this study are somewhat smaller than —actual,although the most important are included in these estimates.
Because of the difficulties involved in the estimation of severance
taxespaid on crude oil to States and localtaxes paid on the petroleum
products, these taxes were not included in the totals..— 27—
Table6
Federal and State Taxes per Barrel as Percent of Average
Value of Petroleum Products, Excluding Taxes









Sources: Based on data included in Table 5.
Indirect taxes as a percent of petroleum products prices
continued on the downward trend in 1975 and 1976, reflecting the
fact that in the oil industry these taxes changedvery little during
these two years while prices made further gains although much smaller
than in l973—l974.-1. As can be seen in Table 6, indirect taxes as a
percentof the average value of petroleum products on the refinery
level declined fromtheirpeak of18.1%in 1963 to 5.7%in1976. On
theend—use level, this percentage, after reaching its peak of 17.6%
in 1972, was down to 10.9% in 1976. These substantial decreases in
the relative importance of indirect taxes in theaverage value of
petroleum products can be of interest to policyrnakers when the
influence of indirect taxation on inflation of oil prices is considered.
/Onthe end—use level taxes levied by some State and local governments
are proportioned to prices which explains less pronounced downtrend
onthis level thanonthe refinery level.— 28—
Changesin the Levels of Prices on the Th±ee Stages
of Operations, 1973—1976
The temporal movements of prices, excluding taxes, in the three
stages of operations in the 1973—1974 period produced annual advances
in prices considerably greater than those in the preceding years. The
price advances in absolute terms in 1973 and 1974 at the crude level
were significantly smaller than on the refinery and end—use levels,
clearly suggesting that the petroleum industry was able not only to
pass the increases in crude prices to the other two stages of operations,
but also to enlarge gross margins in absolute terms.
Table 7
Changes in Prices (excluding Taxes) of a Barrel of Oil on the
Welihead Level (including Imports), the Refinery Level and the
End-Use Level /
Years Welihead Level Refinery Level End—use Leve
(in dollars)
1972—1973 $+ 0.66 $+ 1.08 $+ 1.20
1973—1974 $+ 4.29 $÷5.23 $÷5.41
1974—1975 $+1.28 $+ 1.07 $+ 1.37
1975—1976 $÷0.58 $+ 1.21 $+ 0.78
The effect of the differences in price increases on gross revenues
of the petroleum industry at the three stages of operations in 1973 and
1974 is indicated by the fact that an increase of one dollar in prices
per barrel was generating for the industry additional annual gross
revenues of about $4.5 billion (excluding imported petroleum products)
in each of these two years.
In the years 1975—1976, year—to—year changes in prices on the three
stages of operations in the oil industry were less consistent then in
/Pricesat the end—use level exclude indirect taxes paid on both the
refinery level and the end—use level.— 29—
the1973—1974 period. In 1975 prices in absoluteterms on the refinery
level rose less than on both the welihead(including imports) level and
on the end—use level. In 1976 advances in the refineryprices were
significantly greater than on the other two levels. Asa result, the
refiners who in 1975 absorbed a part of the price increasein crude, in
1976 were in a position to raise theirgross margins substantially. The
marketers' record on the contrary, showed in 1975greater price increases
than those registered by refiners and in 1976significantly smaller. The
shocks produced by'considerable increases in prices ofimported oil in
1973 and 1974 and much smaller increases in 1975—1976,put in motion
forces that within the operating constraints of theindustry had clearly
unsettling effects on the price relationships between the threestages
of operations of the oil industry.
Comparative Relative Changes in Prices on the Three Stages
of Operations
Table 8 summarizes succinctly the record of relativeprice changes
in the three stages of operations in thepetroleum industry. In addition
to yearly price changes in the 1972—1976 period, the tableprovides
information on price changes between the censusyears included in this
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Thelargest two—year rate of increase in prices ws registered by
crude oil —146.0%;next in its importance was the rate of increase in
prices of petroleum products at the refinery level —113.9%,and
finally, the smallest rate of increase was exhibited by the refinery
products on the end—use level -58.6%.This pattern of rising prices
clearly implies that between 1972 and 1974 both the percentage margin
of refiners —thedifference between the selling price of refined
products obtained from a barrel of crude minus the selling price of a
barrel of crude divided by the latter -andthat of marketers have
undergone reductions, with the greater decline incurred by the marketers.
It may be observed, however, that in 1973 the rate of advance in prices
fromthe 1972 level was greater on the refinery level than the composite
price ofimportedcrude and domestic crude at the welihead, suggesting
someenlargement of the percentage margin. The marketers' percentage
margin was down in 1973 and 1974.
In 1975 and 1976 oil prices advanced on all three stages of
operations of the industry at much slower rates than in the preceding
two—year period. However, the pattern of increases in 1975, which was
similar to that in 1973 and 1974, showed a significant difference in
1976. In 1975 the year—to—year percentage increase in the price of a
barrel of crude (15.3%) was greater than that in the price of a barrel
of refined products on a refinery level (9.0%) and the year—to—year
percentage price increase on the refinery level was somewhat greater
than that on the end—use level (8.5%). In 1976, however, the largest
percentage price increase (9.3%) was on the refinery level arid the
smallest one (4.2%) on the end—use level. The rate of advance in
crude oil (6.0%), although greater than on the end—use level, was
substantially smaller than on the refinery level. These changes in
the price relationships between the three levels of operations in 1976— 32—
cannotbe ignored if an explanation is sought for the-significant
changes that occurred in the oil industry's gross margins whether
expressed in absolute terms or percentages (See Table 11).
Although a barrel is used in this study as a standard for
temporal and cross—section comparisons of the price levels in the
oilindustry, valuable information helping to understand the behavior
of this aggregative measure is obtained when the behavior of the
prices of the individual classes ofproductsproduced out of a barrel
ofcrude and sold on the refinery level and disposed on the marketing
level is also considered. Tables 9 and 10 given below contain price
data underlying the computations presented in Table 8. Moreover,
they contain prices, excluding taxes (an important element in the
structure of prices), which could provide an alternative basis for a
study of the movements of prices through the petroleum industry.—33—
V.8. Aeraae Values er Ga11ofefthed Pet1ei Pducts at the efjep t,eve3.,Ie1un taxes,1958, 1963, 1967, 1972, 2.973, 19 1975 a 1976
(ctspe g '-'a)
Years Refjed ?etle Pduets 195819631967197219731974197! 976
14.96 15.3.5 16.23 3.6.87 19.22 32.74 35.40 38.36
Xe.osene (exoept st .ieL)9.789.439.95 10.83 13.76 27.69 29.70 23.29
9.2.59.069.52 10.4711.48 18.97 27.30 30.50
fueloil (No. 3.. 2,4, diesel oil, etc.,) 9.099.039.0410.09 12.90 26.79 22.7933..,3
Re.duz3. fuel oil (No. 5,6
hssvy diesel cii. etc.) 5.355.174.877.21 8.74 23.49 23.49 25.24
Lubioatig oil. pstol.u 21.3.92.47 23.33 27.22 29.30 47.42 50.67 54.2.3 Othe ;dtict 10.94 8.699.2.58.66 3.3.42 20.52 22.66 25.32
V.5. AveraaeValues er GaU of Refinedete Pduets at the Lve.3., Ex1ud. axes, 1958, 1963, 1967. 1972, 1973, 2.974, 975 ad 1976
(ceats ps g1Ln)
Cesua Year. Refiued ?et1e Pduees 19581963196719721973197419751976
Gasoline (tcr. avia
gas, except jet fuel) 12.38 3.1.39 12.47 12.95 2.5.30 28.36 31.52 34.
Zerusea. (except jet fuel)9.789.439.95 10.83 2.3.76 27.69 29.70 33.29
Thet fuel. 9.259.069.52 10.47 3.1.482.8.97 27.30 30.50 i.stil1ats fuel cii. (No. 1. •2,4. diesel. oil, etO.) 8.978.639.04 10.09 12.90 26.79 22.79 31.88
Residual. fuel, oil. (Nc. 5.6.
heavy diesel.. etc.) 5.555.174.377.31.8.74 23.49 23.49 25.34
Lub..cating oil petrol.ei 17.77 19.29 20.3.3 24.28 26.60 44.72 47.97 31.48
Other products 10.468.339.258.6613.42 20.5222.66 25.32
Sot.ess: Cegusss of sncacrs$ fu 1958,1963.1967 and 1972 (ndust Ser.es, Pec1.i Aefq). Taxes included in prices e.e estated. !'or 1973,1974, 1.75and1976 p..css reporued by Platt' $Oil.?r.ce and 0--"-ch wee used. These p.ces wes I usu.ed fur the pc.ce lev'e.l.s in the censu.z ysan 2.972.— 34—
Ta1e10
U.S. Averace Realized Prices er Gallon of RefinedPetroletProduc atthend-.use Lev-el,ncludina 7axes. 1958, 1963 196t 1972, l9
1974.1975 and 1976
(centsper gallon)




gas,exceptjet fuel) 29.3930.51 33.49 36.35 39.88 53.88 57.33 9.73
Kerosene(except jetfuel) 15.24 16.1216.0918.96 21.78 35.47 38.06 40.78 Jet fuel 9.359.779.81 11.47 12.53 20.7727.71 30.71
Distillate fuel oil (No. 1,
2,4. diesel oil, etc.). 13.8615.3416.20 19.02 22.27 35.29 38,99 41.O8
Residual fuel oil (No. 5,6,
heavy diesel cii, etc.). 6.645.965.97 10.04 11.45 28.01 29.91 29.39
Lubricatincoilpetro1e101.60106.53 144.93173.02169.37 201.67 213.01 214.92
.ther products 11.239.42 11.22 11.73 15.6422.4429.90 21.79
U.S.Averae Realized Prices ncr Gallon of Refined Petroleun Products
at the nd—se Level, xc1tidinc Taxes, 1958, 1963, 1967, 1972, 1973,
1974,1975 and 1976 ./
(cents per gallon)
Ce.nsusYears Refined Petroleun Products 19581963196719721973197419751976
Gasoline(motor,aviation
gas, except jet fuel) 24.53 24.98 27.43 29.18 32.50 46.54 49.38 51..8
Kerosene (except jet fuel)14.61 13.40 13.47 13.16 20.85 34.04 36.54 Jetfuel 9.35 9.779.81 11.47 12.5320.7727.71 30.71
Distillatefuel oil (No. 1,
2.4,diesel cii, etc.) 13.1614.22 14.63 16.59 19.55 32.15 35.51 37.4.6
Residualfuel oil (So. 5,6,
heavydese1, etO..) 6.545.865.869.39 11.3127.69 29.60 29.06
Lubr.catingoil petroleu 101.60 106.55 144.93 173.02 169.37 201.67 213.01214.92
Other prodcns 10.338.359.69 10.39 14.41 21.25 28.58 30.41
Sources: Governnent, industry and consuers.. /This partofthetahie is based on prices excluding indirect taxes paid
on the end—use level... If .ndirect taxes paid on the refinery level are also to be excludedfron these prices, the necessary data can be
obtainedf= Table 9.— 35—
Table8 in its part based on individual classesof products shows
that refinery prices of all productclassesregisterea considerable,
although quite uneven, gains in the 1972—1974period, with some prices
rising much faster than the composite price of the barrelof all
product classes. The largest advance during these twoyears were made,
when listed in the order of their importance,by "Residual fuel oil"
(201%), "Distillate fuel Oil" (165%), "Kerosene"(156%) and "Gasoline"
(94%). The "Other products" price was not includedin this list be-
cause it was computed on the basis of only two classesof products,
liquefied refinery gases and asphalt, and thuswas less reliably
estimated.
The unusually large increase in theprice of residual fuel oil
may be explained by a considerable expansion in demand for such oil
by electric utilities (as a substitute fuel fornatural gas and high-
sulfurbituminous coal) andquickened demand for shipping services as
wellasby the fact that the imported oil's proportion of thisproduct
in the total supply advanced to a level of65% in 1973 and was still
at 60% in 1974. As all foreign petroleumproducts, the prices of
residual oil increased sharply during thesetwo years, pushing
strongly upward the country's average price for thisproduct.
A less rapid rise in prices was recordedby "Jet fuel" (81%),
and was mainly due to lagging prices. Sincethis product is sold
predominantly on the basis of long—term contracts,many deliveries
in 1973—1974 were made at prices lowerthan those that were then
currently charged.
A smaller advance in prices was registeredby "Lubricating oil"
(74%).
Itshould be noted that the largest increases inthe refinery
prices occurred in 1974 and under conditions of eased price controls.— 36—
In1975 and 1976, as in the preceding two—year period, prices
of individual classes of refined products exhibited considerable
diversity in their rates of change.
In 1975 —theyear of mild winter and economic recession —the
demand for petroleum products declined moderately below the 1974
level as decreases in the use of distillate oil, residual oil, liquid
petroleum gases andasphaltmore than offset an increase in the demand
formotor gasoline (2%). Theyear 1975 was characterized by a relax-
ation of controls on allocation andpricesof such products as kerosene,
distillate oil and residual oil.
The largest advance in refinery prices on the refinery level for
theyear was registered by jet fuel oil (45%), reflectinga sharp rise
incommercial kero—type jet fuel prices and the decline in their
importance of lower old contractual prices in the average of actual
prices paid duringthe year.
Residualoil prices showed no change from 1974, as production,
on the uptrend since 1972, surgedduring the year and demand dropped
by8%.
Onthe end—use level, prices of all classes of refined products
recordedgains in1975. As on the refinery level, jet fuel exhibited
the greatest increase in prices (33.4%). The smallest rise in prices
(5.6%) occurred in lubricating oil.
In 1976 the demand for refinery products was up (6.9%), reflecting
a moderate recovery of the economy and an unusually severe winter.
Sinceproduction of crude, on the decline since 1970,was further down.
duringthe year, the increased demand as in the past was met through
a greater import of both crude oil and refined products..1/
/ Domesticrefineries in 1976 operated at 81.0% of operable capacity
as compared with81.7% in 1975.— 37—
Onthe refinery level, prices of all classesof refinery products,
with the exception of lubricating oil, increasedfaster than prices of
gasoline in 1976. The rates of advance in theseproducts did not vary
much andwerein the rangeof10% to 12.1%. This compares with the
gain of 8.4% for gasoline (in 1975 the rate of increasewas aboutthe
same—8.1%).
On the end—use level prices of refinedproducts on the average
registered in 1976 the lowest rate of advance since1972 —4.2%.The
gain in gasoline prices for theyear was also 4.2%. Other price
changes varied widely, with residual oil showinga decline of 1.7%
and jet fuel an increase of 10.8%.
The price uPheaval of 1973—74 in the oil marketsled to a
development whose importance cannot be underestimated.As a result
of different rates of increase in prices ofrefined products, the
differentials among prices of most classes ofproducts long in
existence, declined considerably in relative terms in 1974(see Table
11). This phenomenon was found particularlypronounced when excise
taxes were excluded from prices. The historicalpattern in relation-
ship to the prices of refined products,generally associated with the
degree of lightness of the product (the lighter theproduct, the
higher the price) while remaining basically littlechanged, showed
also a somewhat narrower spread in the levelsof actual prices of
the major classes of products.— 38—
Table11
U.S.AveraceValues oarGallonof Refthed Petroleum Products at the
Refinery Level, Includina Taxes, 1958,1963, 1967, 1972. 1973, 1974,
1975and 1976
-Relationof Average Values of Petroleum Products other than Gasoline
to the Averace Value of Gasoline —
(priceof gasoline =100)
Census Years
Refined Petroleum Products1958 1963 1967 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976
Gasoline 100 100 100 100 100 100 100100
Kerosene 65 626164 72 85 84 87
Jet fuel 62 605962 60 58 78 80
Distillate fuel oil 61605660 67 82 81 83
Residualfuel oil 37343046 45 72 66 67
Lubricating oil 142 148 144 161152145143141
Other products 73575751 706364 66
U.S. Average Values per Gallon of Refined Petroleum Products at the
Refinery Level, Excluding Taxes. 1958, 1963, 1967, 1972, 1973, 1974.
1975 and 1976
Relation of Average Values of PetroleumProducts otherthan Gasoline
to the Averaae Value of Gasoline —
CensusYears
Refined Petroleum Products1958 1963 1967 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976
Gasoline 100100 100 100100100100100
Kerosene 79818084 90 96 94 97
Jet Fuel .1/ 75 78 7681 75 66 87 88
Distillatefuel oil 72747278 84 93 91 92
Residual fuel oil 4545 3960 5781 75 75
Lubricatingoil petroleum 144 166 163 187174155152 149
Other products 8472 7467 88 71 72 73
Source: Based on data included in Table 9.
/ Computations are based mostly on realized contract prices which were
substantially lower thannewprices in 1973 and1974.This accounts
for a slower increase in the jet fuel prices during these years and
thefailure to show a decline .n the differentials in 1973 and 1974.— 39—
Onthe end—use level, prices of individual product classesshowed
less spectacular increases in the 1973—74period, a fact that was re-
flected in the smaller advance in the price ofa barrel of petroleum
productson the end—use level, compared with the price of such barrel
on the refinery level.
The largest gainsby theproduct classes on the end—use level
wereregistered, when listed in the order of importance, by "Residual
fuel oil" (179%), "Kerosene" (87%), "Distillate fuel oil"(86%), "Jet
fuel" (81%) and "Gasoline" (48%). These increases alteredsomewhat
the historical pattern in the relationshipamong the pricesof most
classesof products as well as the spreadamong their actual prices
onthe end—use level. The price differentialsamong the products,
considerably larger thanthoseon the refinery level, in relative
termsdecreased in 1974,but less than on the refinery level (see
Table12).
In the 1975—1976 period, prices of individual refinedproducts
generally continued to rise at different rates on both therefinery
and end—use levels, with their spreads showinga tendency toward
further narrowing. The observed decline in differentialsamong
prices was under way since 1973 and it is reasonable tointerpret
this development as a more than a passingchange in the price
structure of refined petroleum products. Within the frameworkof
the regulatory conditions underwhichthe oil industry was functioning
the fact that prices of most of the refinedproducts were allowed to
advance faster than theprice of gasoline (which was also on the rise),
undoubtedly,contributed to the improvement in the profitability of
the industry.- 40—
Table12
U.S. Average Realized Prices per Gallon of Refined Petroleum
Products at the End—use Level. Including Taxes. 1958, 1963,
1967, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975 and1976
—Relationof Average Prices of Petroleum Products other than
Gasoline to the Averacje Price of Gasoline—
(Priceof gasoline =100)
CensusYears
Refined petroleum Products 1958 1963 1967 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976
Gasoline 100 100 100 100100 100 100 100
Kerosene 52534852 55 66 66 68
Jet fuel 32322932 31 39 48 51
Distillate fuel oil 47504852 56 65 68 69
Residual fuel oil 232018 28 29 52 52 49
Lubricatingoil 346 349 433 476425374372360
Other products 383134 32 39 42 52 53
U.S. Average Realized Prices per Gallon of Refined Petroleum
Products at the End—use Level, Excluding Taxes, 1958. 1963,
1967, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975 and1976
—Relationof Average Prices of Petroleum Products other than
Gasoline to the Averace Price of Gasoline —
(Priceof gasoline =100)
Census Years
RefinedPetroleum Products 1958 1963 1967 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976
Gasoline 100 100 100 100100 100 100 100
Kerosene 60625662 64 73 74 76
Jet fuel 38 3936 39 39 45 56 60
Distillate, fuel oil 54575357 60 69 72 73
Residual fueloil 27232134 35 59 60 56
Lubricating oil 414 427 528 593521433431417
Other products 42 3535 36 44 46 58 59
Sources: Based on data included in Table 10.— 41—
TheEffect of Cross—Section Movements of Prices on GrossMarins
The data and comments presented above providea useful background
for the examination of the cross—section movements ofprices through
thethree stages of operations of the petroleum industry fortheir
effect on margins, although some passing remarkson this subject were
alreadymade in another context.
Table 13 shows that the refiners' gross margin ——thedifference
between the F.O.B. price of a barrel of petroleumproducts and the
F.O.B. composite price of a barrel of domestic andforeign crude,
excluding taxes -—whichwas $1.36 in 1972, expanded to $1.78 in 1973
and further to $2.72 in 1974. These increases in themargin meant
additional gross receipts for the refiners of about$1.9 billion in
1974. The margin as defined here includes the costs oftransportation
ofcrude to refineries, other costs and profit (ifany) and actually
is the price of the refining function plustransportation costs. The
census data for 1972 indicate that the average transportationcosts per
barrelof crude from the wells to refineries in the U.S. forthat year
were 25. One oil industry source estimated these costs for 1973at
25 and for 1974 at 3O. Table 13 also gives therefiners' margin for
the census years of 1958, 1963 and 1967, whichwas $1.37, $1.25 and
$1.50 in the respective yearsJ./ These datasuggest no clear trend in
the margin in the 1958-72 period. It is wellknown, however, that the
margin is sensitive to cyclical influences../
1/Refiners' margins net of transportation costswere estimated to be in:
1958 —$1.07 1972 —$1.11 1963 —$1.05 1973 —$1.53 1967 —$1.30 1974 —$2.42
2/ Conioetition in Oil, Daniel C. Hamilton,HarvardUniversity Press,
Cambridge 1958.— 42—
Table13
Average Gross Margins on a Barrel of Petroleum Products
Refiners' Margin Marketers' Margin
(Exci. Taxes) (Exci. Taxes)
_____ %of Price _____ %of Price
1958 $1.37 45.5% $2.90 66.2%
1963 1.25 43.3 3.22 77.8
1967 1.50 51.4 3.64 82.4
1972 1.36 40.1 4.16 87.6
1973 1.78 44.0 4.28 73.4
1974 2.72 32.6 4.46 40.3
1975 2.51 26.1 4.76 39.2
1976 3.14 30.8 4.34 32.5
./Computationsare based on data included in Table 5.— 43—
Themarketers' margin on the costs of moving a barrel of
petroleum products from the refineries through the distribution
channels to the ultimate consumers (the marketers'function), ex-
cluding taxes, was $4.16 in 1972..L"Thismargin advanced to $4.28
in 1973 and $4.46 in 1974. The gains inmargins in these two years,
much smaller than for refiners, brought to the marketersalso much
smaller additional gross receipts: about $545 million in 1973and
about $795 million in l974.-" In the censusyears of 1958, 1963 and
1967 the margin was $2.90, $3.22 and $3.64,respectively. The marketers'
margin was on the uptrend during the whole period considered in this
study. The most striking feature of the marketers' margin is its size.
In 1974, the cost of processing a barrel of petroleumproducts amounted
to $2.42 (refiners' margin minus transportation costs) while thedis-
tribution costs of the same barrel were $4.46.
Inthe 1975—1976 period, gross margins of the industry exhibited
significant deviations from their trend.
On the refinery level the refiners' margin, on the rise since1963,
decreasedfrom its peak level of $2.72 per barrel in 1974 to$2.51 in
1975. In 1976, however, it moved up to a new high of$3.14.
On the end—use level the marketers' marginper barrel continued
on the uptrend in 1975, reaching a high of $4.76 in thatyear. In 1976,
however, it was down to $4.34.
Any attemptto provide an adequate explanation of these changes in
the industry's margins would require a detailedanalysis of the elements
ofcosts onthe refinery andend—uselevels. The pertinent information
/Taxesexcluded are indirect taxes paid on both the refinery and end—use
levels.
2/ The quantities of petroleum products underlying the computation of these
amounts do not include imported petroleum products.- 44-
forthis, unfortunately, is not made available by the companies for
public use. The fragmentary general industry data, however, suggest
that marked fluctuations in weather and general economic activity as
well as changes in regulatory conditions in the 1975—1976 period had
a notable but uneven effect on the supply and demand and prices of
individual products, with the corresponding impact on the industry's
gross margins. The clear example of this is the failure of residual
oil prices to advance on the refinery level in 1975 and a small decline
of these prices on the end—use level in 1976 while prices of other
products continued to increase.
It is interesting to note that the oil industry's gross margins
in relation to prices on the refinery level showed a declining trend
in the 1973—1976 period. The similar trend can be observed on the
end—use level in the 1972—1976 period. The existence of these trends
is not accidental. It can be attributed to the failure of some com-
ponents of costs to increase proportionately with the increase in
crude, the largest component of total costs of refined products..i/
From the sketchy discussion of the marketing operations presented
earlier and the fact that thecost of marketing (excluding the cost of
crude oil) is the largest component of the price of refined products
paid by final consumers, it is clear that any anti—inflationary policy
in order to be effective must consider not only the total price of the
marketing function, but also the cost of it on various levels of dis-
tribution. By locating in time an unusual rise in prices on the inter-.
raediary levels of distribution a basis is provided for anti-inflationary
1/ The distributors' margins and costs of transportation generally do
not vary proportionately with the cost of crude.— 45—
actions,if this would be foundjustified.This problem does not arise
on the refinery level, because crude generally moves from the welihead
to refineries without intermediaries.
Itis importantto stress that intheoil industry what counts is
theabsolute size of the margin and not the percentage marginor mark-
up,a concept that is widely used in the industry and commerce.•As a
matterof fact, when prices rose sharply in 1974, the percentagemargin
declined considerably on the refinery level and themarketing level,
whilethe margin in absolute terms showed substantial enlargement. A
proportional increase in the margin would have meant an enormous rise
in profit. Historically, it is the concept of a margin in absolute
terms that has been in use in the industry.
Petroleum Prices, Other Prices and Profits
The price explosion of 1973—1974 in the oil industry coincided in
time with the acceleration in the rate of inflation in thiscountry and
thus could only aggravate the corrosive influence of therapidly rising
general price level on the American economy.
The principal annual price indexes presented below, however, do
not reflect clearly and consistently the strong advances in prices of
petroleum products, representing on the end—use level a mixture of








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Ascan be seen in Table 14 the Consumer Price Index, All Items
(CPI) and the Consumer Price Index, All Items,LessPetroleum Items
rose at about the same rate —6%—in1973. In 1974, the advance in
CPI from the 1973 level was 11% or 1% faster than in CPI, Less
Petroleum Items. On the wholesale level, the price index of industrial
commodities (WPI, IC) including "Fuels" in 1973 and 1974 showed
significantly more rapid increases than the same index, excluding "Fuels".
In the post—embargo years of 1975 and 1976 the consumer price index
with and without petroleum i,tems advanced at a declining rate, but in
each of these two years the rates of change virtually did not differ
from each other. The WPI, IC including "Fuels" and WPI, IC excluding
"Fuels" during these two years exhibited much smaller discrepancies in
their rates of advance than in 1974. These discrepancies were close to
that in 1973.
The observed differences in impact of rising oil prices on the
general price indexes reflect not only changes in prices of refined
products but also the fact that:(1) "Petroleum Items" in the CPI
have a weight of about. 4.5% and "Fuels" in the WPI, IC —10.4%; (2)
the cP1 is composed of prices of goods and services and WPI —of
prices of goods only; and, finally,(3) the bulk of petroleum products
sold at retail prices (for instance, gasoline) exhibited smaller rates
of increase than the bulk of petroleum products sold to the ultimate
consumers at wholesale prices (for instance, residual fuel oil) in the
1973—1974 period.
The simple comparison of the indexes obviously does not allow the
taking into account fully of the direct and indirect effects of the
increases in prices of petroleum products on these indexes, some of
which may be expected to be felt with a certain time lag, particularly
under conditions of price controls. In special situations these effects- 48—
werequite substantial as it is exemplified by a strong upward thrust
in the electricity rates due to higher prices of fuels.
It may be observed that the CPI andWPI, IC madegreater annual
gains than prices of petroleum products on the end—use level in the
1967-1972period. The reverse was true in the twosubsequentyears
of 1973 and1974.In 1975 and 1976 CPIand WPI showedagain larger
yearlyadvances ti-ian those registered by the end—use prices of
petroleum products.
The sharp increases in prices of crude oil and petroleum products
in 1973 and 1974 produced substantial advances in net income of the
petroleum industry during these two years. In 1975 net income was
about the same as in the preceding year, but moved up strongly in 1976.
The full import of these changes, however, is not easy to assess be-
cause of the usual limitations of the accounting data available for
public use. The published annual reports of the petroleum companies,
however,canstill serve as a reasonable basis for statements of at
leastindicative value on the profit performance of the oil industry.
Twomostoften used annual profit rate series for the petroleum
industrydeveloped on the basis of the reportswere selected for this
purpose.These series are:(1) Citibank's "net income after taxes on
networth" of leading petroleum corporations (with net worth on January
1), and (2) Chase's net income after taxes on "average invested capital"
(includes preferred stock, common stock and surplus, as reported on
December 31). The behavior of the two series in 1967-1976, a period
considered long enough toprovide a perspective on the developments
in 1973and 1974, was found, generally, to be quite similar despite— 49—
thedifferences in coverage, definitions and accounting..V
Table 15
Percentage Return
onNet Worth of Rates of Net Income /
LeadingPetroleum Return on Average After Taxes
Coroorations InvestedCanital in Billions of Dollars
Citibank Chase Bank Chase Bank
1967 12.3% 11.5% 6.15
1968 13.1 11.7 6.66
1969 11.9 11.0 6.70
1970 11.0 10.4 6.64
1971 11.2 10.7 7.27
1972 10.8 9.7 6.86
1973 15.6 15.5 11.68
1974 19.6 19.2 16.37
1975 13.9 12.8 11.51
1976 15.1 13.8 13.10
/Theseries rePresents the worldwide net income of theChase's Group of 29
petroleum companies.
The table above, which in addition to the two rates of profit series
includes also useful information on yearly amounts of net income after
taxes of the Chase's group of 29 companies, shows the ezoected consider-
able jump in the rates of profit in 1973 and 1974 from the 1972 level.
The Citibank data indicate that the profit rate, after rising to a high
of 19.6% in 1974. declined in 1975 to 13.9%;in1976 the rate was up
/Theyearly number of the leading petroleum corporations included in the
Citjbak'sseriesvaried from 91 to 108 in the 1967—1976 period. The
Chase's series are based on the analysis of the financial performance
of the 29 largest petroleum companies. This group of companies, according
to Chase's Energy Economic Division, "provides a valuable basis for
determiningthe probable experience of the overallindustry." "1976 Financial Analysis of a Group of Petroleum Companies", by Richard S. Dobiasand NormaI. Anderson,Chase,October 1977.— 50—
again,to 15.1%. The Chase shows for the corresponding two post—
embargo years profit rates of 12.8% andl3.a%)'
The Chase's supplementary data published in the yearly "Financial
Analysis of Group of Petroleum Companies", although highly aggregative,
throws some additional light on the profitability of the petroleum
industry in 1973 and 1974. Annual after taxes net income changes of
the Group, which did not exceed 10% in the 1967—1972 period, jumped
by 70% to $11.7 billion in 1973 and further by 40% to $16.4 billion
in 1974. These sharp advances in earnings were accompanied by a
rise in the proportion of retained net income from 45% in 1972 to 65%
in 1973 and to 71% in 1974. As a result, net worth of the group in-
creased by 11% in 1973 and by 15% in 1974, much faster than in any
year of the 1967-1972 period. This unusual expansion of net worth
due to unusual increases in retained income had for its effect to
slow down the rise in the rates of profit of the group in 1973 and
1974. It should be also noted that despite the fact that net income
after taxes of the Chase's group of oil companies was virtually the
same in 1973 and 1975, the group's rates of profit for these two years
differed considerably —in1973 the profit rate was 15.5% and in 1975 —
12.8%—obviously,due to the difference in the levels of net worth.
Whether or not the ratio of net income to net worth adequately measures
the profitability of the oil industry (other measures of profitability
have also their shortcomings), its levels in the 1973—1976 period were
above those that were recorded between 1951 and 1973 as they reflected
an extraordinary upsurge of net income in this period.
1/ The repeal of depletion allowances (effective as of December 31, 1974),
undoubtedly was a factor affecting the reported income of the petroleum
companies in 1975 and 1976.— 51—
TheChase's "Financial Analysis of a Group of PetroleumCompanies"
attributes the rise in net income in 1973 to: (1) the devaluationof
the dollar;(2) inventory profits due to... "Petroleum price increases
initiatedby government"..,and (3) the recovery of chemical and
shipping activities.
In the "Financial Analysis" for 1974, the Chase writes onpage 9,
"The large crude oil prices increases dictated by thegovernments of
several foreign producing countries in 1974 necessitated a substantial
rise in prices of petroleum products." And further, onpage 12, it
states: "Along with other significant increases recorded on thegroup's
income statement, net income also grew, but to a much lesserextent."
"...More than one—quarter of the gain reflected inventory profitsearly
in the year that were the result of the dictated change in theprice of
crude oil. Another important factor in the earnings risewas the sub-
stantially large contribution made by the chemical activities." Itmay
be observed, however, that sales of chemical products accountedfor
only 6.5% of the operating revenue of the Group in 1974.
The annual reports of the petroleum companies,regrettably, do
notcontain information on net income stemming from domestic activities
related to production of crude, refining and marketingseparately. They
alsodo not provide detailed information on costs of these activities.
And although it is not possible to estimate directly whetheror not
there were significant increases in profit on each of the threestages.
of operations of the petroleum industry in the United States in1973
and 1974, the sharp increases in prices of crude andpetroleum products,
the noticeable widening of the refinery and marketers'margins and the
extraordinary rises in the aggregate net income in the two years under
consideration indirectly suggest that these developmentsare not incom-
patible with the notion that such increases in profit did occur in 1973
and 1974.— 52—
Arough measure of the oil industry's profitability is also
provided by net income after taxes per barrel of marketed refined




U.S. CrudeOil Demand for
CrudeOilRefineryPetroleum Net Income after
Production Runs Products taxes of 29
(Thousand(Thousand (Thousand) Oil Companies (Chase) (6):(4)
barrelsbarrelsbarrels (Billions of
oar day)ocr day)ocr day)(1967=100) dollars)(1967=100)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
19678,810 9,815 12,560 100.0% 6.15 100.0% 100.0%
19689,096 10,312 13,393 106.6 6.66 108.3 101.6
19699.238 10.629 14,137 112.6 6.70 108.9 86.7
19709,637 10,870 14.697 117.0 6.64 108.0 92.3
19719,463 11.200 15,213 121.1 7.27 118.2 97.6
19729,441 il,696 16,367 130.3 6.86 111.5 85.6
19739.208 12,431 17,308 137.8 11.68 189.9 137.8
19748,774 12,133 16,653 132.6 16.37 266.2 200.8
19758,375 12,442 16,322 130.0 11.51 187.2 144.0
19768,119 13,416 17,443 138.9 13.10 213.0 153.3
Sources: U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureauof Mines, and"Financial
Analysis ofGroup of Petroleum Companies", Chase.
The column(7) in the table above clearly indicates that, when the index
of netincome of the Chase's Group is divided by the index of all
petroleum poducts marketed in the United States, there was an enctous
rise in profit per barrel of such products in 1973 and 1974. Obviously,
this result has only indicative value since net income of the petroleum
companies is a product of various activities, some of which are not
directly related to production and sales of crude oil and petroleum
products in the United States. The net income series reflected mainly:
(1) a decline in domestic production of crude observed since 1970
(column 1):(2) anincreased use of foreign crude in refining operations— 53—
(column2);(3) an increased importation of petroleum products in
1973, but a reduction of such importation in 1974 as total demand
for oil products dropped;(4) various foreign operations;(5)
inventory profits due to higher prices, and (6) very large advances
in prices of foreign crude and petroleum products and much smaller
advances in domestic oil prices. It should be noted that operating
revenues other than crude oil and refined products accounted for
only about 15% of the total operating revenue of the group in 1973
and 1974.
In the post—embargo years of 1975 and 1976 net income after
taxes per barrel of marketed products showed increasingly higher
levels in relation to 1973, but it was still below its all—time high
in 1974. The gains in these two years took place despite the decline
of the refiners' margins in 1975 and the marketers' margins in 1976.
Summary and Conclusions
1. The study of propagation of prices in the petroleum industry
in the 1972-76 period is the main objective of this report. Unfor-
tunately, price data necessary to achieve this objective are not
readily available. While national averages of crude prices (rather
average values of crude) are directly provided by the Bureau of Mines,
the estimation of petroleum product prices at the refinery level had
to be made through the liberal use of census data for the census years
(a largely neglected source in this respect) and the selected repre-
sentative prices of individual products for the product classes
adjusted for the level of prices in the closest census year for 1973,
1974, 1975 and 1976. The prices on the end—use level were collected
from all accessible sources: government, industry and consumers.-54-
Because of lack of consistent and reliable data on a monthly basis,
the analysis in this study was carried out on the basis of annual
data.
2. A 42—gallon barrel was used as a yardstick for the estimation
of prices on the three major stages of operations in the industry,
namely,(1) prices of crude at the welihead (including imports),
(2) prices of petroleum products at the refinery level, arid(3)
prices of petroleum products on the end—use level. The set of data
obtained, despite its limitations, can serve various purposes. The
estimated prices on the three stages of operations provides a basis
for the computation of the total value of sales on each stage. For
example, the cost of refined products to ultimate consumers was
estimated to approximate $71 billion in 1973 and $101 billion in 1974.
This type of information, when related to other variables, can be of
value in the economic analysis. Obviously, this set of data also
provides a basis for the study of temporal and cross—section changes
in prices.
3. Prices of crude, after a decline in 1958, moved in a narrow
range in the 1959—1967 period. From 1967 to 1976 prices were on the
uptrend, with the largest increase registered in 1973 and 1974.
Prices of refined petroleum products generally followed the
movements of crude prices exhibiting sometimes smaller, sometimes
larger absolute and relative changes by comparison with the prices
of crude in the 1958—1972 period. In 1973 prices of petroleum products
advanced at about the same rate as those of crude, but showed a signifi—
cantly slower rate of rise in 1974. In both these years —1973and
1974 —absoluteincreases in prices on the refinery level were sub-
stantially greater than prices on the welihead level.— 55—
Onthe end—use level, prices of petroleum products were
on a steep uptrend —inabsolute and relative terms —inthe period
covered by the four census years. They also advanced at a more
rapidrate than prices on the refinery level during this period. In
1973 and 1974 end—use prices of petroleum products rose at an
acceleratedrate. This rate, however, was not as fast as that of
prices onthe refinery level, although itstill produced somewhat
greaterincreases in absolute terms.
In 1975 prices in absolute terms on the refinery level rose
less than on both the wellhead (includingimports) level and on the
end—use level. In 1976advances in the refinery prices on the
refinery level were significantly greater than on the other two levels.
As a result, the refiners, who in 1975 absorbed a part of the price
increase in crude, in 1976 were able to expand theirgross margin
substantially. The marketers' record in 1975 showed a greater price
increasethan that registered by refiners. In 1976 the price increase
was significantly smaller.
The shocks produced by considerable increases in pricesof
importedoil in .1973 and 1974, andmuch smaller increases in 1975—
1976,put in motion forces that within the operating constraints of
the industry had clearly unsettling effects on the price relation-
ships between the three stages of operations of the oil industry.
The price changes on the three stages of operations in 1973—
1974 suggest that the petroleum industry was able during these two
years not only to pass the unusual increases in crude prices to the
othertwo stages of operations, but also to enlarge them significantly.
In the post—embargo years 1975—1976, year—to-year changes in prices
on the three stages of operations in the oil industry were less con-
sistent than in the 1973—1974 period. The differences in behavior— 56—
onthe three stages of operations can be largely explained by the
structure of the petroleum industry, the special forces that operated
oneach of these stages and the varying application of price controls.
4. An important development took place on the level of prices
for individual classes of petroleum products in the 1973—1976 period.
Although some of these prices advanced faster than the others on both
the refineries and marketers' stages of operations, prices of products
generally moved closer to gasoline prices, reducing considerably in
relative terms the differentials among them. The decline in differ-
entials was particularly pronounced on the refineries' stage of
operations. The implication of this development is that the narrowing
of the price spread during the period under consideration was a factor
in the improved profit performance of the oil industry.
5. Refiners' gross margins in absolute terms, generally exhibited
small changes with no trend in the 1958-72 period. They showed
considerable increases in 1973 and 1974. In 1975 the margins declined,
only to rise to their all—time high level in 1976. The percentage
margins or mark—ups were characterized by the same behavior in the
1958—72 period, but after increasing in 1973, declined markedly in
1974. The percentage was down again in 1975. In 1976 it rose, but
was still below the level reached in 1974.
The marketers' gross margins in absolute terms except for 1976
were on the rise during all of the period under consideration in this
study. They showed, however, substantially smaller increases in 1973
and 1974 than the refiners' margins in these two years. In 1975 the
marketers' margins were up while those of refiners were down. The
reverse was true in 1976. The percentage margins or mark—ups were
on the rise from 1958 through 1972, but were sharply down in 1973— 57—
and1974. They decreased further in 1975 and 1976. The failureof
many components of refined products costs to increase proportionately
with the increase in costs of crude (the largestcomponent of total
costs)along with the varying degree of strictness with which price
controls were applied on the refinery level and the end—use level
could largely account for the difference in the margin's behavior
on these two levels in 1973—1976.
6. Although petroleum prices made considerable advances in the
1973—1976 period, thegeneralprice indexes, except the WPI, failed
toreflect them noticeably. With price controls in operation, the
inflationary effects of these advances, however, could have been
expected to be felt with certain lag. In special situations these
effects were quite strong as it is exemplified by a substantial rise
in electricity rates due mainly to higher prices of fuels.
7. The price explosion in the oil industry in 1973 and 1974
and more moderate price increases in 1975 and 1976 wereaccompanied
by an upsurge in the profitability of the industry.
Net income after taxes of the 29 largest petroleum companies
(the Chase Bank sample), which was at the level of $6.9 billion in
1972, jumped to $11.7 billion in 1973. It climbed to its all—time
high of $16.4 billion in 1974, but decreased to $11.5 billion in
1975. Net income resumed its advance in 1976, reaching a level of
$13.1 billion for the year.
whenprofitability of the oil industry is measured by the
ratio of net income after taxes to net worth, the reported ratios
showlevels in 1973 and 1974 significantly above those that prevailed
in the 1952—1972 period. The profit rates in these twoyears would
have been even markedly higher if there were no unusual increases in58
net worth, due to the unusual increases in retained earnirigs..i/ it
should be also noted that despite the fact that net income after
taxes of the Chase's group of oil companies was virtually the same
in 1973 and 1975, the group's rates of profit for these two years
differed considerablyin 1973 the profit rate was 15.5% and in
1975 —12.8%—obviously,due to the difference in the levels of
net worth.
A rough measure of the oil industry's profitability is also
provided by net income after taxes per barrel of marketed refined
products.
Net income after taxes per barrel of refined oil products
consumed in the United States, after rising considerably in 1973
and1974, in1975 and 1976 was significantly below its extraordinary
level of 1974, but still higher than in 1973. It should be noted
that despite the fact that the volume of net income after taxesin
1975 was slightly lower than in 1973, such income per barrel of oil
productsconsumed was higher in that year (Table 16) and continued
/Ameaningful evaluation of the profitability of the industry should
take into account not only the behavior of the net worth variable
overtime but also many otherfactors, including the fact that to the
extentthat the oil industry is investing in reserves of fuel other
than oil such as coal, uranium, oil shale and timberland (and the
industry's holdings of these reserves are considerable and increasing)
and does not exploit them, it is in possession of assets which do not
currently yield profit but whose potential profit increases inexorably
with the rising value of the reserves.— 59—
toadvance in 1976. The increases of income per barrel of oil in
the l973—1976 period occurred despite the considerable andsystematic
yearly decreases in production of domestic crude oil which, after
reaching a peak of 9.64 million barrels per day in 1970, dropped to
a level of 9.21 million in 1973 and then to 8.12 million in 1976 or
down by 1.1 million barrels per day in the 1973—1976 period..i/ it
may be also observed that if there were no elimination of depletion
allowances at the end of 1974, income per barrel of oil products in
1975 and 1976 obviously would have been significantly higher than it
was in these two years. A more rapid rise in prices of refined
products other than gasoline was a factor contributing to the excellent
over—all performance of the oil industry in the 1973—1976 period.
The unavailability of the necessary accounting data makes it
impossible to estimate directly whether or not there were significant
increases in profit on the barrel basis on the three stages ofoperations
of the petroleum industry in the United States in 1973 and 1974.How-
ever, such developments in these two years as the extraordinary rises
intheaggregate net income, the sharp increases in prices of crude
andpetrolearrt products and the marked widening of the refinery and
marketers' margins, when taken together directly suggest thatthey
arenot incompatible with the notion that increases in profit on the
barrel basis did occur on each of the three stages operations of the
industry.
/Thedecline in domestic production of crude took place in a period
when "new oil" could be marketed at the high world prices established
by OPEC. The existence of strong income incentives to produce more
crude oil in. the U.S. was clearly insufficient to overcome negative
factors having a bearing on production of crude.— 60—
8.Because of the enormous strategic importance of oil in the
economic life of the United States, its notable size in the total
activity of the economy andthefar—reaching impact of oil imports
on the balance of payments, a comprehensive program of price data
gathering embracing all major aspects of the petroleum industries'
activities, in addition to other information, is needed. Central
to this program should be the monitoring of price developments on
the three stages of operations of the industry, with particular
attention given to the marketers' function because of its large
costs and the existence of various levels of distribution through
which petroleum products travel from refiners to ultimate consumers.
These price data could be of great value locating in time anyup—
surges in prices, should they occur, and help in the development of
a suitable anti-inflationary policy.